introduction
One of the most important problems in a supply chain is the design of logistic network. The transportation costs often represent an important part of the logistic network cost and substantial saving can be reached by improving the transportation system. This transportation system design must also cope with the new challenges of sustainable development. For instance, decisions about the number and the localization of facilities (platforms, factories, depots) are among the important strategic decisions to consider in the design of the transportation system.
Many studies in literature considers the facility location problem, in which facilities must be located, considering that customers must be delivered directly from facilities and the vehicle routes are ignored. This may lead to suboptimal solutions. In fact, location and routing are interdependent and must be considered together, Salhi and Rand [32] , Prins et al. [23] .
The location routing problem (LRP) and its variants are the models of the literature that allows combining the strategic decisions (related to the selection of potential sites) with the tactical and operational decisions (related to the assignment of customers to the selected potential sites and the construction of vehicle routes in order to serve all customer demands). The objective of the LRP is to minimize the total cost including routing costs, vehicle fixed costs, and potential site opening costs.
In the context of distribution system with two levels, the LRP variant is called Two-Echelon LRP (LRP-2E). It arises for example in freight distribution. The distribution system consists of the first-echelon facilities (depots), the second-echelon intermediate facilities (processing centers), and the third level including a set of customers. The LRP-2E aims at locating the subsets of the first and the second echelon facilities, constructing the primary (first echelon vehicle routes) and the secondary routes (second echelon vehicle routes). Each primary route starts from opened depots, visits a subset of opened processing centers and returns to the initial depot. Each secondary route starts from an opened processing center, visits customers once and returns to the initial opened processing center.
Two sets of homogenous fleet of vehicles are used, one fleet for each level. The fleet of second echelon uses a smaller vehicle capacity than the first level.
The first studies on the LRP-2E are initiated by Jacobsen and Madsen [33] , Madsen [34] . These studies consider real applications in newspaper delivery with 4500 customers. In the newspaper distribution system, newspapers are delivered from the printing factories (depots) to transfer points (processing centers) and from these points to customers. A recent survey on LRP and LRP-2E can be found in Prodhon and Prins [24] .
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The most studied variant of LRP-2E considers that the distribution system is composed of one of the following variants: (i) more than one depot in the first level and a set of potential processing centers, either without capacity constraints (Lin and Lei [13] ), or with capacity constraints (Boccia et al. [2] , Contardo et al. [6] , Schwengerer et al. [30] ), (ii) one fixed depot and a set of potential processing centers with fixed capacity and opening costs (Nguyen et al. [21] , Nguyen et al. [38] ), (iii) one or more depots and a set of potential processing centers, without capacity constraint and without opening cost, such as the truck and trailer routing problems (Villegas et al. [31] ).
Several exact heuristics and metaheurisitcs approaches are proposed in the literature to solve the LRP-2E. In Boccia et al. [3] different mixed integer models of the LRP-2E were proposed. Contardo et al. [6] , Rodríguez-Martín et al. [40] , Coelho and Laporte [41] investigated a branch and cut approach.
The metaheuristic approaches were more considered such as genetic algorithm, (Hamdi-Dhaouia et al. [14] , Lin and Lei [13] , Karaoglan and Altiparmak [43] ), GRASP with path relinking, (Nguyen et al. [21] ), multi-start Iterative Local Search (Nguyen et al. [21] ), Tabu Search, (Boccia et al. [2] ), Variable Neighborhood Search -VNS, (Schwengerer et al. [30] ), Tabu Neighborhood Search (Escobar et al. [42] ), multi-start Simulated Annealing (Lim [44] ). A comparison of the performance of these metaheuristics methods was given in Prodhon and Prins [24] .The clustering approach have not been considered for LRP-2E. Only a few studies have developed a such approach for LRP, Ozdamar and Demir [22] , Barreto et al., [1] , Zare Mehrjerdi and Nadizadeh [32] , Guerrero and Prodhon, [10] however several authors have recognized the potential of cluster analysis, such as Bruns and Klose [4] , Barreto et al. [1] .
Other problems derived from LRP-2E are considered in the literature, such as, (i) Two-Echelon vehicle routing problem (VRP-2E) when there is no fixed cost for using depots and processing centers, (Crainic et al. [7] , and Cuda et al. [45] ), (ii) Two-Echelon capacitated facility location problem, in which the clients are directly linked to the facility, (Li et al. [12] ). The LRP is more investigated than the LRP-2E. Some review of LRP models, approaches and applications could be found in Min et al. [16] , Nagy and Salhi [20] , Duhamel et al. [9] , Derbel et al. [8] , Lopesa et al. [15] , Prodhon and Prins, [24] , Prins et al. [25] .
In the literature all papers on LRP-2E have considered a classical VRP constraints within the LRP-2E, i.e., each vehicle starts from a processing center, delivers goods to a number of customers, such that each customer is visited once, and returns to the same processing center. However, in practice, customers can have pickup and delivery demands, they request several products and vehicles 3 can visit one or more processing centers in the same route to refill.
In this paper we propose to study a new location routing problems including a non classical VRP constraints. More precisely, we consider the following constraints: (i) pickup and delivery in the same route, (ii) the use of one or more intermediate processing centers in the same route, and (iii) multi-products demands. This new proposed model is called LRP-MPPD-2E for Two-Echelon Multiproducts Location-Routing problem with Pickup and Delivery. To the best of our knowledge, the three constraints listed above were not considered simultaneously in LRP and LRP-2E literature except in Rahmani et al. [26, 27] . Recently, Rieck et al. [28] considers many-to-many LRP with inter-hub transport and multi-commodity pickup and delivery, but the vehicle route may be pure pickup, pure delivery, or mixed, where some pickup locations have to be visited before serving the first delivery location. The intermediate hubs are not considered in the vehicle routes as in our model but direct paths between hubs are considered. The LRP-MPPD-2E allows modeling problems arising in a number of applications like drink distribution, home delivery service and grocery store chains, e.g. Carrera et al. [5] . These applications are characterized by complex transportation network that may include factories, warehouses, customers and suppliers. Consolidating freight through one or more processing centers in the same route, allows considerable savings. The LRP-MPPD-2E is also a general case for several problems, such as:
1. The traveling salesman location problem with pickup and delivery introduced by Mosheiov [18] .
2. The LRP-SPD (LRP with Simultaneous Pickup and Delivery ), introduced by Karaoglan et al. [35] , in which the pickup and delivery are considered simultaneously in the vehicle routes. This vehicle routing problem is known in the literature as vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery -VRPSPD, Berbeglia et al. [36] ; Parragh et al. [37] .
3. Many to many LRP introduced by Nagy and Salhi [19] in which several customers wish to send goods to others and flows between processing centers are permitted.
4. Multi-commodity pickup and delivery vehicle routing problem, Hernandez-Perez and SalazarGonzalez [11] ; Rodriguez-Martin and Salazar-Gonzalez [29] .
5. Vehicle routing problem with intermediate facilities or with satellite facilities, Moin et al. [17] .
In this paper, we extend an initial study presented in Rahmani et al. [26, 27] . We propose to investigate a non trivial extension of classical vehicle routing heuristics, namely Nearest Neighbor Heuristic (NNH) and Sequential Best Insertion Heuristic (SBIH). Another approach, based on clustering analysis namely Hybrid Clustering Algorithm (HCA) is also proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the considered LRP-MPPD-2E problem and it mathematical model. Section 3 describes the heuristic approaches and four strategies for each heuristic. Experimentation and concluding remarks are discussed in the section 4 and section 5, respectively.
Problem Description and mathematical model
In the Two-Echelon Multi-products Location-Routing problem with Pickup and Delivery -LRP-MPPD-2E, two levels are considered. At the first level, routes are constructed from a main depot to a set of active processing centers that must be selected, and at the second level, a set of vehicles of smaller capacity visit customers from the selected processing centers. We denote primary and secondary routes, the routes constructed at the first and the second level, respectively. and a fixed cost F V 2 . We consider the general case when C V 1 is different from C V 2 . Each potential processing center has an opening cost.
Each client asks for one or several type of products, denoted c-products, known in advance and could be satisfied. In each processing center, pickup and delivery operations are performed. Primary products, denoted h-products, are delivered from main depot to active processing centers. Each active processing center can receive only one type of h-products. The h-products are transformed into final products, denoted c-products. Each processing center should provide exactly one secondary c-product.
We consider two types of vehicles as explained above. The primary vehicles should pick up the h-products from the main depot and deliver them to the active processing centers, which have been opened, such as each processing center is visited only once in each primary route. When satisfying the demand of processing centers, the secondary vehicles can pickup c-products, which are available in the processing centers, and continue their trips in a way that each customer and processing center is visited at most once by each secondary trip. The secondary trips start from an active processing center, which will represent the departure node, serve several customers, can visit one or several processing centers and must end up at the departure node. We assume that products have the same size, the splitting demand of customers for a given c-product is not allowed. The goal of LRP-MPPD-2E is to determine the location of active processing centers, the assignment of customers to the opened processing centers and the construction of the corresponding primary and secondary routes with a minimum total cost.
The total cost includes the opening cost of processing centers, the exploitation cost of vehicles and the sum of edges costs traversed by vehicles. An illustrative example of the two-echelon model is given in Figure 1 .
The following notations are used in our mathematical model. V : the set of all primary and secondary vehicles.
: the capacity of primary (secondary) vehicle.
: the exploitation cost including the acquiring cost of the primary (secondary) vehicles.
d ks : primary product demand of processing center k ∈ N 0 for product s ∈ P .
H is : is equal to 1 if node i asks for product s ∈ P , otherwise is equal to 0.
M ks : is equal to 1 if processing center k produces c-product s ∈ P , otherwise it is equal to 0.
|P j |: the number of c-products types that customer j ∈ N c asks for them.
The following decision variables are used in our mathematical model. The problem can be formulated as follow:
v∈V i∈N
The objective function (1) minimizes the total travel costs, the opening cost of the selected processing center's and the vehicle fixed costs. The constraints (2) and (3) ensure that a secondary vehicle starts through an active processing center. The constraints (4) and (5) guarantee that the number of vehicles that pass through each customer is at most equal to the number of c-products required by the customer and at least equal to one. The constraint (6) ensures that a vehicle could visit each node maximum once. The constraint (7) ensures that when a processing center is opened, there is at least one visit to this processing center. The constraint (8) is known as degree constraint and guarantees that the number of entering and leaving arcs to each node are equal. (9) is a constraint of sub tour-elimination for the primary vehicles. The constraints (10) and (11) assume that once a secondary vehicle is being exploited, it starts its route from a processing center and ends up to the same processing center. The constraints (12)- (15) assure the compatibility between routes and vehicle capacity. The constraint (16) ensures that each opened processing center produces only one type of c-product. The constraint (17) and (18) assure that the total load on each processing center does not exceed the primary and the secondary vehicles capacity. The Constraint (19) guarantees that the total load in vehicle at depot is equal to the requested quantity of all h-products by the processing centers, which will be satisfied by the given vehicle. The constraints (20)- (25) handle the satisfaction of demands at each node. In order to eliminate the sub-tours of secondary level, an alternative formulation with polynomial size introduced by Miller, Tucker, and Zemlin [39] is used in constraints (26) and (27) . (28)- (31) are known as integrity constraints.
Solution methodology
As the LRP-MPP-2E is NP-hard problem, and since it results from the combination of complex constraints, large instances can hardly be solved by exact methods. Then the best way to tackle this problem is using heuristics approaches. In this section, we investigated a non-trivial extension of classical vehicle routing heuristics, namely, the Nearest Neighbour Heuristic (NNH), and a Sequential Best
Insertion Heuristic (SBIH). Another approach, based on clustering analysis namely Hybrid Clustering
Algorithm (HCA) is also proposed. In the following we provide details of each heuristic.
The Nearest Neighbour Heuristic (NNH)
The Nearest Neighbour Heuristic (NNH) consists of two steps. The first step aims of locating processing centers and provides the first-level routes. The goal of the second step is to use the selected processing centers of the first step to construct the second level tours. Both steps are detailed in the following.
Step 1. First-level routes construction. The first level of model involves location and routing phases where primary vehicles, pass through potential processing center by activating them and satis-fying their demands of h−products. Each route starts and ends at the depot. This step consists on two phases. In the first phase, a processing center k * is selected to start the route using the best score calculated by formula (32) or by using a random selection.
Where Z in (32) is the set of non-satisfied clients that request c-product of processing center k. The nearest neighbour strategy is used in the second phase to complete the routes. More precisely, a neighbour inactive processing center k that provides c−product s is inserted in the route if (i) there is enough amount of h−product to satisfy the demand of processing center k,
(ii) route duration doesn't exceed the time limit, and (iii) the sum of the c−product s available in the processing center already opened is less than the total customers demand of product s.
Otherwise a second neighbour candidate (inactive processing center) will be checked, until no processing center can be inserted in the current tour. In that case, a new tour is created.
Step 2. Second-level routes construction. In this level, the secondary vehicles try to fulfill the customers' requests. Figure. 2 shows the approach process of this level. In this step, we ignore all inactive processing centers that have not been opened in step 1.
Firstly, a processing center k * is selected as depot center either randomly or according to the score calculated by using formula (33) to start the tour.
Where Z in (33) is the set of non-satisfied clients that request c-product of processing center k.
Then, the nearest neighbour strategy is used to construct the tours. This process is repeated until all client requests are satisfied. Note that a processing center is chosen once as a depot-center, but can be visited by several tours for a pickup of its c−product, then within a current tour neighbour candidate (active processing center or client) is inserted if all constraints represented are satisfied otherwise a second neighbour candidate will be checked, until neither processing center nor client can be inserted in the tour ( Figure. 2). 
Best Sequential Insertion Heuristic (BSIH)
In this section we describe the insertion heuristic method, developed to solve the LRP-MPPD-2E.
The heuristic method consists in two phases: (i) initialization phase and (ii) insertion phase. The initialization phase determines the first processing center in each new route, and the second phase, tries to insert the maximum number of clients and processing centers into the current route. The two phases are repeated until the total customers demand is satisfied. The routing between the selected processing centers for the first level (first-level routes) is obtained by a vehicle routing nearest neighbour heuristic described in section 3.1, step 1.
Step 1. Initialization Phase. The goal of this step is to determine, for each c−product, the processing center that will start a new route. In order to select the best processing center, we use the score value of formula (32) for each c−product. The score function takes into account the distance between the processing center and the depot, the sum of distances between a processing center and non-satisfied clients that request a c−product, and the opening cost of the processing center.
A processing center with minimal score is selected to start the route. The Initialization function will check for each product, whether the already opened processing centers of the relevant product could satisfy the clients, who asked the mentioned given products.
Step 2. Route insertion phase. After inserting a processing center via the initialization step, the construction of a route is realized by two processes 2.1 and 2.2 described below. These two processes will be repeated until the time limit of the route is reached. In this case if all clients requests are satisfied, the algorithm stops; otherwise, a new route is initialized by selecting a processing center according to Step 1. 
If the total demand of client i is satisfied in position k * , then the pair (i, S) is removed from LC, otherwise all products already satisfied are removed from subset S and list LC is updated. If LC is empty then all demands are satisfied and the algorithm stops, otherwise we scan the list LC to insert the rest of clients, once all clients are tested the algorithm continues with the processing center insertion process.
2.2 Processing center insertion. All available processing centers are candidate for insertion. A processing center pc is chosen by its closeness to the current route. Two insertion strategies are used BIH 1 and BIH 2 . In BIH 1 , the goal is to shift the insertion of pc at the last position when the current route time is so far from time limit of the route. Let T be the duration time of the current route and HP a subset of clients in the current route that could be satisfied by given processing center pc. If T ≤ time limit×α where α ∈ [0, 1], then pc is inserted at the last feasible position, otherwise all positions are checked to compute the best insertion position l * according to (35) . In BIH 2 only the best insertion position rule is used where the best position l * is calculated according to (35) .
If a processing center is inserted then the algorithm continues with the client insertion procedure, otherwise when there is no processing center to be inserted into the current route, then the current route is closed, and the algorithm restarts with the initialization phase.
Hybrid Clustering Algorithm (HCA)
The proposed HCA algorithm is a non-trivial extension of a greedy clustering method proposed in [32] for a classical LRP with a fuzzy demands. The HCA algorithm proceeds in five steps (see Figure. 3). In the first step, customers are clustered using an algorithm based on nearest neighbour, such that each cluster should involve only clients that request the same product ( Figure. 3.a) . In the second step, the gravity center of each cluster is calculated. This allows to select a set of potential processing centers ( Figure. 3.b) . In the third step, clusters are merged as well as possible in order to create the Global-Clusters (GC) in which only one vehicle will be exploited, i.e., each Global-Cluster represents one feasible secondary route. This merging step considers the distance between the gravity center of the clusters as well as the route time limit ( Figure. Details of the HCA steps are given bellow.
1. Clustering the customers. The customers are separated into different groups considering their intra distance, the sum of their demands, the vehicle capacity, the time route limit, and an estimation of the route travel time given in formula (36) 
The value T associated to a cluster cl, is an overestimation of route that start from a processing center, visiting all the customers assigned to the cluster cl, and ending at the starting processing center. More precisely, for each c−product p, a set of non-clustered customers (N CC p ) is initialized by all customers j such as d jp > 0, where d jp is the quantity of product p asked by the customer j. At first, a customer is selected randomly from a set N CC p , then the nearest customer to the last selected customer of the current cluster is chosen from N CC p . Therefore the clusters are formed for a single c−product. The nearest customer is selected as follow: when a new customer j asking for product p is selected from N CC p set (j is the closest customer regarding the distance to the last inserted customer in the cluster cl), before its assignment to cl, in order to limit the size of each cluster, we verify two conditions, (i) the sum of the amounts requested by the assigned clients to the cluster cl should not exceed the secondary vehicle capacity C V 2 ,
(ii) the estimated travel time in a cluster cl, i.e., value T in (36) with N 0 cl = 1, doesn't exceed the time route limit. If these two conditions are fulfilled, the new customer is assigned to the current cluster, otherwise, the algorithm searches in N CC p for the next closest customer to the last added customer. The algorithm creates a new cluster if there is no customer to be assigned to the current cluster. The algorithm stops when there is no unassigned customer. Figure (4) illustrates the cluster's selection algorithm.
Processing Center (PC) selection.
In the second step of the HCA, the method of [32] to establish the list of opened processing centers is used. This method is based on a gravity center criterion as illustrated by equation (37) , in which (X cl , Y cl ) is the coordinates of the gravity center of the cluster cl and (x i , y i ) is the coordinates of customer i, where n cl is the number of customers assigned to cluster cl.
For each processing center, we calculate the sum of distances between this potential site and all gravity centers. The potential sites are re-indexed in non-decreasing order of their Euclidean distance to the gravity center of the clusters. If the current opened top-ranked potential site is not able to fulfill all the remaining customers' demands, the next potential site of the sorted list is selected to be opened. This procedure is repeated until all the clusters are covered. Therefore, each selected processing center will be assigned to one or more cluster and each cluster is covered by one or more processing centers.
3. Merging the clusters into Global-Cluster. In this step, the clusters are merged in order to create a set of Global-Clusters, GC, in which GC represents one feasible secondary route. Since the assigned vehicle to each GC must visit customers and processing centers only once, then the merged clusters should not have any common client. At first, a cluster cl is selected randomly, and then a sorted list of the not merged clusters cl is constructed according to the distance between the gravity centers of cl and cl . The first cluster in the list is added into the current Global-Cluster GC if the value of T calculated by (36) with N 0 cl equal to the number of merged clusters in GC did not exceed the time route limit ( Figure. 3.c). This procedure is repeated until no cluster can be added to the current Global-Cluster. In that case, either the process stops because all the clusters are merged or the process is restarted to search for a new Global-Cluster.
4. Assigning clusters to Processing Centers. In the forth step of the HCA, the clusters are allocated to the processing center that were ranked and opened in the processing center selection step. Each processing center serves as many clusters as possible according to its capacity. Note that we can't allocate two clusters cl 1 , cl 2 to the same processing center when they were merged in the same GC. Because a vehicle cannot visit a processing center twice in a given route. In order to allocate the clusters to the processing center, the Euclidian distance between the gravity center of each cluster and the opened processing center is calculated. Then the unassigned clusters are ranked in an ascending order based upon the distance of their gravity centers to the processing center. The top-ranked cluster cl 1 will be allocated to the top-ranked processing center p r if (i) the processing center p r has enough capacity to cover the total demands of the cluster cl 1 , and
(ii) the processing center p r is not already affected to a cluster cl 2 , such as cl 1 and cl 2 belong to the same Global-Cluster. The allocation process to the processing center p r is completed when there is not enough capacity to allocate a new cluster. In that case, the allocation procedure is repeated for the next top-ranked processing center until all clusters are allocated.
5. Routing problem. In the fifth and last phase of the HCA, the routing problem is solved for each Global-Cluster GC with the relevant processing centers and assigned clients. Each GlobalCluster is served by exactly one vehicle and the vehicle is not allowed to visit any node two times. Cplex solver is used to create one secondary route per one Global-Cluster.
Computational experiments 4.1 Implementation and Benchmark instances
The proposed heuristics were computationally compared within the exact approach. Results are In order to adapt these instances to our problem, we have considered the following hypotheses:
• Each satellite-depot corresponds to a processing center in our problem.
• We consider 3-district products: one h−product p 0 and two others c−products p 1 and p 2 .
• Each client asks for products, p 1 or p 2 or both products with equal probability.
• We consider two homogeneous fleets of vehicles, with capacity C V 1 and C V 2 . We note that C V 1 must be greater than quantity of all h−product demands.
• We added the h−product demand for each processing center, such as the demand of each h−product is equal to 
Comparative analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed methods using four strategies for each method. This makes 12 heuristics tested and compared for LRP-MPPD-2E. These heuristics are evaluated by using a lower bound LB obtained by Cplex with the relaxation of sub-tours elimination and secondary vehicles capacity constraints. In Tables 2 -3 In Tables 2 -6 , the first column indicates the problem name "coord. n − m − β − 2e" and the last row indicates for each column: (i) the solution average compared to LB, and (ii) the average of running time. Table 2 gives the results of NNH Algorithm with four strategies compared to LB. In columns 2, 3, 4 and 5, we consider that the processing center is chosen according to the nearest neighbor procedure and in columns 6, 7, 8 and 9, we consider the best score as the criterion for opening processing centers.
For both previous cases, we present the result in the case where the first processing center is selected randomly (columns 3 and 7) and in the case where the first processing center is chosen according to the score criterion (columns 5 and 9). The column Time and Cost represent the computation time (seconds) and the obtained value of the total cost, respectively. Results of table 2 show that NNH can reach a solution on average during 4 seconds. The minimum and maximum average Gap between the NNH solution and LB are 16.08% and 23.35%, respectively. Furthermore, results of Table 2 show that the strategy of choosing processing centers according to the score value (SBPCS-SI) is better on 11 instances out of 18 of the first set of instances and 8 instances out of 18 of the second set of instances. Since all processing centers in second subset of benchmark -with the same c-product have a unique opening cost, the dominance of the score based processing centers strategy is less evident in the second set of instances case. The score based processing center strategy is more efficient to solve the first subset of benchmark. We can also note that when the score based processing centers strategy is not used (column 3 and 5), Scored Initialization strategy is not too useful.
In Table 3 , the results of the BIH 1 strategy is reported in columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 and those of In HCA-CH method, the processing centers is included in the construction process of clusters. In this case, the customers clustering step starts with a processing center according to the score value.
In Table 4, The results of Table 5 confirm that the clustering approach is more competitive, it finds all the best results for n < 200. For the large instances, i.e., n ≥ 200, the clustering methods fail to provide best results and it is not able to provide any solutions during 10mn. In this case, the insertion method is more competitive. Table 6 , is similar to Table 5 Furthermore, we have proposed non-trivial extension of nearest neighbour and insertion approaches.
We have developed a clustering based approaches that seldom investigated on location routing. Four strategies were tested for each method. These methods are tested on instances, derived from LRP instances with up to 200 customers and 10 processing centers. An extensive computational experiments shows that the clustering approach is very competitive, it outperforms the other heuristics when n < 200. For large instances, the insertion approach is more efficient.
In further researches, we aim to improve HCA with metaheuristic techniques and an iterative process. For instance, we can use a metaheuristic instead of Cplex to solve the routing problem and 23 restart HCA several times with a different initial solutions. It would be also interesting to develop more efficient lower bound. Another perspective is to include more real-life constraints to deal with some other realistic constraints such as splitting of demand per product, the possibility to provide several types of h−products per processing center. 
